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Introduction
NHS England commissioned the Royal College of Physicians (RCP) Health Informatics Unit (HIU) to
undertake a study to better understand the needs of service users in relation to personal health
records (PHRs) and the implications for providers, clinicians and commissioners.
This is one of six documents that explore findings from the study in the form of user journeys.
The user journeys have been created for those who commission, develop and implement PHRs. They
are intended to present the issues raised in the user insights project from the perspective of the
patient and in an easy-to-digest format. It is hoped that the user journeys will help to demonstrate
the opportunities that PHRs present and to aid understanding of the needs of those who are using
them.
Each user journey is presented in three formats: a narrative (that highlights key points), a matrix and
an audio recording that can be found via the RCP HIU webpages. These formats complement each
other and it is advised that they are reviewed together.
Each user journey draws out the user’s thoughts, feelings, actions and needs along their PHR
journey. Each journey focuses on a different type of condition and situation. It is important to note
that the learning points from each journey often apply across all PHR users.
•

Jo’s journey explores her insights from using a PHR in her mental health recovery journey.

•

Josh and Michelle’s journey explores their insights from a PHR that supports Josh, who is a
young boy with complex needs.

•

Frank’s journey explores his insights from using a hospital PHR to manage and maintain his
health after he finished treatment for prostate cancer.

•

Tim’s journey explores the insights on a PHR of someone who has high blood pressure but
does not experience symptoms and considers himself to be very healthy.

•

Brenda’s journey explores her experience when her PHR was not meeting her expectations
or needs.

•

Sugra’s journey explores her insights from using her PHR to manage her condition following
her diagnosis.

The user journeys are based on a constructed patient telling their story. They are amalgamated from
patient records or existing PHRs. The journeys have been created from analysis of nine focus groups
and 21 interviews with PHR users, former users and non-users, to illustrate their thoughts,
experiences and needs; and six interviews with clinicians and social care professionals. The user
journeys are grounded in the data.
The user journeys are not a summary of the full findings: the full findings, published in 2017, can be
found on the RCP HIU webpages.
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Tim’s journey – summary
Tim has high blood pressure that is exacerbated by stress. He is a kitchen designer, and he had an
accident a few years ago that left him unable to work for a number of months. This coincided with
the financial crash and he lost his business. It was at this time that Tim was told that his blood
pressure was high. He continues to see his GP regularly to have his BP monitored and he experiences
no physical symptoms. He also monitors his BP at home. He finds the trips to the practice
inconvenient and costly in terms of the time away from work. Other than having high blood
pressure, Tim feels that he is in excellent health.
Tim’s GP practice offers him a BP monitor that will link results directly into his GP record.
•

Tim is very pleased that he no longer has to visit the GP practice to have his blood
pressure taken.

•

The PHR is fast, easy to use and convenient.

•

Tim is concerned about security and he wants absolute control over what is on the PHR.
He is worried about sensitive information, eg regarding his sexual or mental health,
being available to others or viewed by his partner. He wants there to be an extra layer of
security for this information.

•

Tim wants to choose which of the PHR services he uses. For example, he doesn’t want to
use e-consultation because he’d prefer to have a face-to-face appointment with his GP.

•

Tim wants to control what alerts and reminders he receives and how frequently he
receives them.

•

Tim wants to control what information is stored on the app.

•

Tim’s motivation to use a PHR is directly linked to his health needs. He can only see
himself using more functions if he develops a long-term condition that impacts on his
life.

•

Tim’s satisfaction with the PHR is directly linked to how convenient he finds it.
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Tim’s journey – full story
Introduction to the PHR and initial thoughts
At his last visit to the GP, the nurse asked Tim whether he would like to participate in a pilot that the
practice is running. Tim agrees and he is given a small BP monitor to take his BP and the results will
be uploaded automatically into his GP records. That way he doesn’t need to come to see the doctor.
Tim hears from the nurse that his GP practice is keen to support him and all their patients to look
after themselves. The practice has also set up an online consultation service, which Tim hadn’t heard
of. The nurse explains it to him: if Tim ever feels unwell, he can find reliable and safe health advice
and information about how to look after himself on the practice website. He will also be able to use
a symptom checker, to look up information about self-help, and to find signposts to community
pharmacy and NHS 111 or other relevant services. Tim can also contact his doctor online using
condition-based questionnaires. Tim can complete a questionnaire on his BP if he feels that it isn’t
being managed.
Tim is pleased to hear that there is an alternative to his regular trips to the GP just to get his BP
checked. Setting up the appointment can be a hassle, and Tim has to take time off work to attend it.
Using the BP ‘app’ seems like a good idea.
•

Tim feels happy that there is an alternative to visiting the GP.

•

He thinks it will be convenient.

Preparation for adopting the PHR – period from decision to adopt the PHR until first login
•

Tim starts to use the app straightaway. He finds the set-up process really easy.

•

He feels confident.

Adoption – period covering the first 4 weeks of use
Tim is using the app every evening and he is really pleased with the process. The monitor is small
and he doesn’t have to worry about writing down his BP. He can track his results over time but he
isn’t too bothered about doing that because he knows from the green reading he gets every night
that his BP is being managed successfully.
For a few days, Tim continues to use both the doctor’s BP monitor and his old one. His old monitor
shows an amber reading where the doctor’s monitor shows a green reading. He is pretty sure that
the green result is correct.
After a week, Tim starts to wonder whether there is anyone at the GP practice looking at the results.
Is the responsibility now all on him to monitor the results? Tim is confident that there is nothing to
worry about and he knows if his BP was high that he would contact the GP. He would be happy to
send some messages through the app asking questions, but for anything substantial he would want a
face-to-face consultation rather than via the website consultation.
•

Tim feels that the app is easy to use and convenient.

•

He finds the instant feedback on his BP in the easy-to-understand traffic light system is
helpful.

•

He would opt for a face-to-face consultation over an online consultation.

Recording BP and weight
The app sends Tim reminders that he is supposed to take a recording of his BP. To begin with Tim
finds this helpful, but after a few days he starts to feel nagged. This frustrates him and he disables
the notifications.
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Tim continues to use the app. As his familiarity with the device grows, Tim starts to see how the app
could be used for things other than BP.
He has been meaning to lose some weight and he logs his weight on the app. Tim thinks that
knowing that his doctor might see the results will motivate him to stick to his healthy eating and
exercise plan.
The app doesn’t send Tim reminders to weigh himself, so he forgets.
Tim has heard about apps that can do more than record and track BP and weight. They can allow you
to get test results and look at your records. He can see how some of those extra functions would be
really useful for people who have serious health issues; for example, his dad who has diabetes. Tim
just doesn’t feel like he needs extra functions at the moment.
•

Tim can see the benefits of the app for people who have long-term conditions.

•

He finds the reminders about his BP are annoying.

•

Tim wonders why he hasn’t had any reminders to weigh himself.

Security concerns
While thinking about how the BP monitor at home links with his GP practice electronic records, Tim
wonders about security. If the GP can access readings from the monitor, who else can? He has heard
a lot in the news about data being hacked or sold. BP readings aren’t particularly sensitive
information to Tim, so he isn’t overly concerned at the moment. The benefit of using the app far
outweighs any risk. Tim knows that he can access his full GP records online from home should he
wish, but he won’t sign up for that just yet. It is ok to sign up for internet banking because, if your
account is hacked, you can be compensated. However, you can’t be compensated when someone
hacks your online health records – once the information is out there, it’s out there. Tim is healthy
and he doesn’t need access to his records, so why take the risk?
Tim wants to control what information is added to the app and the level of security. For example,
looking ahead, if he did sign up for access to more comprehensive records, he would want an extra
layer of security for anything to do with his sexual health or mental health. That might make it
harder to hack and would prevent his partner from seeing information on his sexual health tests
over his shoulder when he checks other things. It’s not that he has anything to hide, but it is very
personal information.
•

Tim continues to be pleased by the convenience of the app.

•

He feels concerned about security and he wants to retain control over what is stored on
the app.

•

Tim wants there to be an extra layer of security for information that is related to his
sexual and mental health.
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Tim’s journey matrix
Tim, aged 36, has high blood pressure that is exacerbated by stress. He is a kitchen designer, and he had an accident a few years ago that left him unable to work for a number of months. This coincided with the financial crash and he
lost his business. It was at this time that Tim was told that his blood pressure was high. He continues to see his GP regularly to have his BP monitored and he experiences no physical symptoms. He also monitors his BP at home. He
finds the trips to the practice inconvenient and costly in terms of the time away from work. Other than having high blood pressure, Tim feels that he is in excellent health. Tim’s GP practice offers him a BP monitor that will link results
directly into his GP record.

Doing

1. Introduction to PHR
(day 1)
• Attends his GP to have his BP taken
• Agrees to be part of a pilot using a
BP monitor at home that enters
results directly to the GP patient
record
• Given a BP monitor
‘I can’t believe I am here again to get
my blood pressure taken; that is
another 2 hours off work.’

•

2. Preparation for adoption
(day 1)
Reads about the PHR at home

•

‘This looks so easy … I’ll just turn it on
and go.’

‘If this new “app” prevents me from
having to come to the practice it is a
good thing.’
Thinking

‘This BP monitor looks excellent; it is
tiny compared with mine and the
reviews say it is really accurate.’

Fed up with having to take time off
work to visit the GP to have his BP
taken
Feeling

Pleased that the process is so simple
Looking forward to trying it out

Pleased that there is an alternative to
GP appointments
Not applicable
High
•

•
User’s needs for
the PHR

Not applicable
High

Design PHRs to solve a problem for •
patients in current service provision
– Tim doesn’t want to visit the GP
practice to get his BP taken
Provide good quality equipment

Minimal instruction needed in this
case on how to use a PHR

•
•
•

4. Recording BP and weight
(week 5 to week 6)
Records BP daily
Records weight
Switches off daily reminders to
measure BP

‘Well that was easy … and the monitor
fits on my headboard
‘The green light means normal: it is so
good not to have to go to the bother of
writing this down
‘These results are supposed to be going
into my GP record. Is anyone looking at
it or is this all on me now to monitor
and manage?’
‘I guess I could message the team if I
needed; however, if there was a
serious problem I’d definitely prefer a
face-to-face appointment

‘These reminders are driving me crazy; I
have been taking my BP for months and
months, I don’t need this monitor to
remind me.’

Pleased at not having to log his BP in a
notebook

Continues to be pleased that it is so
easy to take his BP

Happy with the ‘green’ result

Annoyed at the daily reminders to take
his BP

Curious about who is looking at the
results

Happy with the new BP monitor
Pattern of PHR use
Satisfaction with
the PHR

•

3. Adoption and early use
(day 1 to week 4)
Records his BP later that evening
and sees that it is green
Continues to records BP daily

‘Why doesn’t the app remind me to
weigh myself?’
‘You know this app can do more than
record BP – it can do all sorts; it’d be
really useful for my dad with his
diabetes, but I can’t see the point for
me – I’m healthy, I don’t need it.’

•

5. Security concerns
(week 4 onwards)
Records BP daily

‘How secure is this? I don’t really care
about my BP data, but I wouldn’t want
insurance companies getting hold of
the rest of my health records; once
you’re hacked or your info is sold, your
health information is out there and you
can’t take it back.’
‘I don’t want to sign up for access to my
full records … why take the risk with
security? If I did want access in the
future, I’d want an extra layer of
security for my sexual health records or
if I had a history of mental ill health.’
Anxious that sensitive data could be
hacked

Annoyed he isn’t reminded to weigh
himself

Daily at night, to monitor BP
High

Daily at night, to monitor BP
High

Daily at night, to monitor BP
High

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Present test results in a way that is
accessible to patients: what does it
mean and what patients should be
looking out for
Provide information on which
professionalss are looking at the
PHR and when
Choice about when to use the PHR
to contact the team and when to
have a face-to-face consultation at
the GP practice
Messaging function

Record weight
Reminders
Control over what reminders are
sent and how frequently

•

Control over what information is
held on the PHR
An extra layer of security for
information that patients consider
to be sensitive (this could be, but is
not limited to, sexual and mental
health records)

Please note that the user journeys are based on a constructed patient telling their story. They are an amalgam of real patients or existing PHRs. The journeys have been created from analysis of nine focus groups and 27 interviews with
PHR users, former users and non-users to illustrate their thoughts, experiences and needs. The user journeys are grounded in qualitative data.

